
              House Resolutions 
 Constitution: Amendment for Congress to have a balanced budget 

 Constitution: Amendment to recognize a zygote as a human being in the 
United States, following Alabama’s Supreme Court decision in February on IVF    

 Education and Labor: Support H.R. 899 introduced by Rep. Thomas Massie, 
“This bill terminates the Department of Education on December 31, 20[25].”  

 Energy and Commerce/Homeland Security/Transportation and 
Infrastructure: Resume the Keystone Pipeline; Allow new leases on Federal 
land for energy sources and responsible mining sources 

 Energy and Commerce/Health and Human Services/Homeland Security: Tax 
cuts be given to manufacturers who produce active pharmaceutical ingredients 
necessary for America’s national health security 

 Energy and Commerce: Consumers of electronic goods must have the right to 
opt out of tracking and usage tracking systems 

 Energy and Commerce: Manufactures of digital equipment must make 
available to the consumer and to repair providers information necessary for 
documentation, diagnostics, repair purposes, and software updates, “on fair and 
reasonable terms,” similar to S. 3830 

 Homeland Security: Finish the southern border Wall; Return to the “Remain in 
Mexico” policy; follow Trump’s lead in deporting illegals 

 Foreign Affairs, Asia: Recognize Taiwan as a sovereign country and have 
official diplomatic relations 

 Foreign Affairs, Asia: Remove China’s “most favored nation” status; this act of 
removal has precedent in the case of human rights violations; this symbolic act 
does not necessarily affect any trade agreements currently in place 

 Committee on the Climate Crisis: Withdraw from the Paris Climate 
Agreement, again 

 Congressional Rules Committee/Agriculture: Nutrition programs must be 
submitted to Congress separately from the Farm Bill or any other resolution  

 Congressional Rules Committee/Agriculture: Rural Development legislation 
must be submitted to Congress separately from the Farm Bill or any other 
resolution  

 Congressional Rules Committee: Amendment for size of House resolution, 
such as 100 pages requires 24 hours to pass after its submission before a call to 
vote OR a one subject matter per bill rule 
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  Protect the American Dream 
As a military wife and mother of five, I want to preserve our constitutional 
republic for ourselves and all the following generations. When serving in the U.S. 
House, I will protect religious freedom, freedom of speech in the market place, our 
sovereign borders from government-aided invasion, our farmland from hostile 
foreign entities, our economy by insisting on critical infrastructure to be 
manufactured in America, our children from Critical Race Theory and gender 
confusion, our right to dictate our own medical decisions, and our unborn children 
and their rights from conception. Election integrity resides with each State, but I 
support hand counting ballots. I will stand against any legislation that restricts gun 
ownership. 

I understand China as our near-peer adversary. I have no desire to engage my 
husband or sons in an unjust war. For me, a just war must involve America’s direct 
interests. I am not in favor of sending our taxpayer funds into another country’s 
war zone; but, if I did, I would want specific controls on how we track the use of 
those funds in order to guarantee its proposed purpose. Otherwise, I vote, “No.” 
We need to ensure we have adequate, yea superior, military equipment for our 
troops. Our military must continually be strengthened in order to protect 
ourselves, to protect our allies, and to deter our opponents.  

I stand with America First. I find elite groups that exist outside of America’s three 
branch system to be harmful as they usurp the original intent of the Founders and 
thereby allowing gateways in which our republic may falter. I would and do 
oppose the UN’s agendas because they impose their morality on the American 
people without our vote. This includes their 2030 Agenda and their Rights of a 
Child. I am disillusioned with the FBI and the USA Patriot Act. I stand with Javier 
Milei in his disdain for the World Economic Forum.  

America finds itself in much disorder at the hand of the Biden administration. I 
may not have addressed your issue here, but I do want federal legislators to 
legislate rather than delegate their duties to others. Minnesota deserves to have a 
vocal champion that votes on principle: principles from the Holy Bible and from 
the Founding Fathers. 
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